EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE PLAN REVEALED
The ‘‘Experimental College,’’
AS President Bob Henry's dream
fora great educational advancement at Humboldt State College,
will become a reality this Spring.
Henry announced last week that
the program will be enacted next
semester,
with
‘‘approximately
seven or eight” seminar-type courses now in the planning stag>:
At least four classes have already been definitely scheduled,
said Henry.
Rev.
Cedric Hepler, campus

minister,

Mr.

Ken

Burns,

Social Concepts of Man’ as the
topic of the class he will direct.

Historical
and Metaphysical Causes
for the Decline of Authoritarian
Religious World-views.""
He stated that the class will
**attempt to come to grips with the
new theologies of radical and secular natures.’’ Heplers recommend:
ed bibliography included a number
of well known books including Ham-

The Experimental College will
be a ‘‘college within a college’
said Henry, and the courses offered will be conducted on a disCussion-group basis, with subjects
ranging from political science to
educational theory.
The program is being modeled
after the Experimental College at
San Francisco State, which has met
with phenominal success and has
been acclaimed by many educators
as a bold new trend in education.
Henry also noted that similar

‘ilton and Altizer’s ‘‘Radical Theo-

logy and the Death of God.*’
Burns disclosed that his class
will be titled ‘‘Man and His World

Among the topics to be

of Work.’’

place-

covered will be job satisfaction
theories,
interview
techniques,
in terms of job
self-evaluation
choice, and occupational images.
Burns indicated that the class will

ment officer, Paul Moore, activities

advisor and Dave Mac Lean, graduate student have offically announced classes for next semesters
beginning of the experimental college. So far these four have submitted class descriptions.
Hepler indicated that he will
offer a class in ‘‘The Secularization of Religious Knowledge; An
Analysis and Interpretation of the

at least
, be offered

week
a e
onc

programs are being started at other

state colleges
thusiastically

in

students.

the evenings.
Tentatively, Moore has announced

that his class

will

The
work

be entitled

Experimental

something
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For Coming Semester

COLLEGE

Nominations for editorship
of the Lumberjack duriag
the coming spring semester are now open.
Each applicant should submit a letter stating qualifications for the position, along with a resume of what he
believes should be the characteristics
of a good college

No. 15

Pop Singing Sextet ‘The Association’
To Give Concert Here in Two Weeks
“The

Association’,
popular

vocal

a

ver-

group

with

two recent hit records,
provide a ‘study ~~:

Tuesday, January
of a concert in the
Ticket prices
for students and
admission for the

Tickets are available
lege bookstore.

will
on

**The

in the col-

Association’’,

an

all

male sextet which sings all forms

of popular music, reached nation
al popularity last spring with

17,
e form
Men’s Gym.
will be $2.00
$3.00 general
8 p.m. concert.

their hit recording “‘Along Comes

wea follow-up hit, ‘““Cherish’’

ms,
ms

pop hit for all of 1966.
The concert is being
ASB

spon-

as a part of its

Guest Artist Series.

re
=
a

ety

newspaper.

became the top tune in the coun
tty during the summer, and a Bay
Area radio station recently announced it was the number one
sored by the
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d
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J
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The application should be sent to the faculty advisor,
Mr. Harold Knox, Language Arts 20C, and a copy to the
editor, Al Brewer, c/o Lumberjack, Language Arts 13.
Deadline for applications is Monday January 16,1967.
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satile

College

like this:

after registration, students will receive a program of classes to be
conducted within the Experimental

“The Student in Higher Education”
and MacLean has chosen ‘‘Marxian

HUMBOLDT

and are being enreceived by the

College. To enroll, students need
only to attend the classes they are
interested
in and sign up.
Students will not receive grades
or class credits,
as the Experimental College is founded on the
principle of acquiring a truly wellrounded liberal arts education,
without the artificial
pressure of
grading,
said Henry.
Classes will be conducted
by
qualified,
knowledgable persons
with an interest in the subject they
are teaching,
and who have worked
out a class outline beforehand.
Any student, faculty member, or
person in the community
may instruct a class in the Experimental
College.
Henry said he is pleased with
the cooperation
he has received
from
the school administrationia
setting up this program, and hopes
the student body will take full advantage
of this opportunity.

_
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The members of Delta Sigma
fraternity are beginning the

difficult

was

task

of replacing

what

lost in the recent fire that

totally
destroyed
their house
and all their personal belong-

al

, er

building.
The third floor
as

in
(Photos

ings
The fire was discovered by
fraternity members Mike Michalak
and
Fred
Gallacinao shortly
after
2 a.m. December 15, and by
the time they could awaken the
other occupants, the 75 year old
structure at 464 12th Street was
engulfed in flames, and several
men were forced to exit through
a second story window.
There were no injuries.
The blaze was extinguished
by units of the Arcata Fire Det, and subsequent investigation has failed to pinpoint its exact cause.
The fire completely gutted the
building and destroyed all the
fraternity’s furnishings and keepsakes, including trophies, pictures, plaques, and the fraternity
charter. The 22 occupants of the
house, all HSC students, lost
clothes, books, class notes, unfinished term papers, and personal effects.
During the following two days
before the Christmas break, campus otganizations pitched in to
provide food and shelter for the

(Continued on Page 7)

Today's
‘‘Meet Your Prof*’
speaker will be Professor Lee
Raymond of the History Department,
to AS Vice-President John Woolley, chairman of
the weekly lecture series.
Professor Raymond will speak
on the topic ‘“‘History: Rhetoric
and Reality” at 4 p.m. in the
Wildlife
Auditorium.
Woolley
said
this
week's
**Meet Your Prof’’ has to be held
outside Founders’ Hall, where it
is usually held, due to a scheduling conflict.
commented that the
current lecture series is being
met by enthusiastic student iaterest, and he anticipates a substantial turnout.

Election Petitions
Due on Monday
Petitions
ASB

election

for
are

the

upcoming

due

°

January 9 in the Student B
Office in the East Wing of Nelson Hall.
Four
representative-at-large
posts will be filled in the election, Which will be held Monday
and Tuesday, Januaty 16-17, in
the cafeteria, CAC and Forestry
Building.
Prospective candidates must
turn in theit petitions, signed
by at least one percent of the
student body (34 students),
on or

before Monday, in order to have

theit names placed on the ballot.

:
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‘With God on Our Side’

Revolutionary Courage

by Jim Linas
Lyndon Johnson was a sincere Christian,
they most certainly can’t anymore.
In an overwhelming
expression of
brotherly love he called for a Christmas
: tfuee demonstrating American concern for
the welfare of all men.

The Vietnam war has begun to take on
characteristics of the Christian Crusades.

Lyndon has increasingly excercised
to

support

the

war

against

to convince the American

soldiers

Feast

doing

glorious

System and its alternatives.
**Universal national service,’’
she said in a paper presented to
the conference, ‘‘in addition to
solving the problem of fairness
for those who are asked to serve
in the military in contrast to
those who are not, is above all
@ new institution for creating responsible citizens alert to the
problems and responsibilities of
nationhood in a rapidly changing
world,”*
Long an advocate of equal
tights for women, Miss Mead
said ‘‘the inclusion of woman on

ities like the
Job Corps.**

Peace

Corps and

Women should be included in
any national
service program,
she said because:
They form half the age group
involved.
Women are so indentified with

word,

directed

before

everyone

by

prayer

could

if anyone

just

see

on

by chance

the idea of nondiscrimination and
equality that failure to include
them will touch off fears of other
kinds of class, race or ethic
discrimination.
The indentification and cor

rection

of

physical

handicaps

nation’s

youth

a

benefit of the proposed national
service programs are as sig
nificant for women as men.
The latent talent and skills

have enough money
that

But,

Prince

that

Recent

University

rumblings

at Stanford

indicate

that unless

History
Mead

York city,

provide

the

administration

strike

there

at

does

will

student

be

some

a

rent

dormitories

that wo

this month.

valuable

At a rally staged recently at
Stanford, David Harris, student
body president, gave his sup-

additions to the Armed Services.

She said she would encourage
young women to volunteer for the

port
to the proposed ‘‘rent strike’’

military, but ruled out combat
toles for them.
The evidence

charging that the administration
has done ‘‘absolutely nothing’’
concetning the issue.
Harris made his statement
pointing out that the university
had failed to act despite a petition signed by more than half the

Miss

Mead

said,

“*that it may be highly undesirable to permit women trained to
inhibit agressive behavior to
take part in offensive warfare.’’

it seems
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Further, academia ta-
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from the material
steady. That which

the social reality, is
stadied,

‘‘objectified”

to sterility, dividing the ere
specialization

function

life.

know-

ledge, admittedly necessary to our comand social stractere,

has produced an exaggerated compartmeat-
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view

and how
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society

not

Strike
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sac-

rifice controversy to public relations; their

curricula change more slowly than the livevents in the world; their skills and
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are purchased by ‘investors

passion is
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we want
questions

really is
ferent and

will

What the Experimental
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words,
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cmt:

it will

make

education

As Paul Goodman has pointed

These is only one contonten . . .

what ie basic and universal
in human exof cultare.”” He

curriculum is

that

ceperficially what *

pecan python Aig y mpoenny Me ll
ally how to become a man-in-the-world.

unacholastic.

Caa we live ina
way? if we wanted to

commit-

tee at Stanford has called the
university's present policy on
under,
uate women living on
campus an ‘‘abrogation of fundamental liberties on the basis of
sez alone.’’
As outlined by the committee
the strike would take place. on
January 23, when the students
would refuse to pay their hous-

bring about is simply this: that
will create and direct their own educat-

college

a student

C
8

truncated anderstanding, by students, of
the surrounding social order; aad to s loss

in

to keep

pus referendum which backed the
proposal by a vote of 2,448 to
2,565.
The
newly-formed Women's

side.

experience

of

legislature resolution and a cam-

by faculty, of the role of its research and

and scholarship to a discontinuoes aad

prise.
Ow

that

governor’s

Social Reality Stressed In Experimental College
im the Experimental College are not origiaal. Socrates certainly would not have con-

under-

Stanford Coed Strike Against Dorm
Rules Possible This Month

ural

in New

will

I wonder if Reagan somehow has gotten
the Prince of Peace mixed up with Robert
Welch?

Miss

also argued

world

from giving it away, and, most of all,
supports the death penalty for major crimes.

campus,

Nat-

of

major emphasis on money

American

of

of the

because

left over

office. Christ will be happy to know that
Ronnie doesn’t like social welfare, places

the

Museum

rest

at home

Ronald Reagan intends to try and bring the

tele

doubted

the

stops

pened before.
Speaking of Christianity,

thing about its policy requiring
undergraduate women to live on

suggests,

left around here to take

stand; they always do. Besides, it’s hap-

a minute
their

Christianity

of women would be fully discovered and utilized.
Now curator of ethnology at

would

are thous-

we don’t have enough money
after killing all those people.

that

men

there

cerity because millions of people know
that Johnson is a true Christian because

Anthropologist Mead For Drafting Women

the Selective Service

night

care of domestic concerns. Of course, he
kind of had to tell the rest of the world

But,

examining

Christmas

jan excercise in ‘‘love thy neighbor, not
thy Communist. °
Anyway, no one is to doubt his sin-

vision sets? And who is to doubt it when
he directs American forces to escalate the
killing of the North Vietnamese people?

Tuesday universal natjonal service for all--including
women--as a military draft conference argued its way through

will.

let us not forget that this

have back home. Poor Lyndon has had to
assure the American public that we still

Lyndon

To lie.en to the man, his words flowing
like
the prophet,
is like listening to
Christ himself.
Who is to doubt his word, his divine

Anthropologist Margaret Mead

for tomorrow

vices urging us on to victory.
That, however, is not the only thing we

they see him every week on national
television coming out of his prayer room.
Anyone that consults with God the way
this man does must be a Christian.

among

friends,

ands of people back home in midnight ser-

says, the Vietnam war is a healthy Christ-

the same basis as men is ab
solutely essential.
‘‘National
service
for men
only,’’ she said, ‘*would be so
handicapped
that it might be
wiser to retain the present system of Selective Service with
its numerically few minor activ:

my

Christ’s

Meanwhile,

his ranch in Texas.

There is no doubt that just as

today,

we kill! Let us first join Billy Graham in
prayer and then, we will listen to our
Generals in chapel talk of how we are

—_

E

t

country

that
¢ many long discussions, God had ‘
finally consented to be on our side.
Yet, rumors have it that Lyndon not
only wants to sawe the world from Communism, but also from the influence of
Buddhism.
must have told him that if
the Buddhists take over, it may be that
he wan't be able to kill any more cows on

4

power

the infidel in the North and, recently,
Billy Graham travelled to the troubled

gam

Pope
divine

eo
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Columnist Attacks
Involvement Aims
by James H. Hollingsworth
Throu ghout the past couple of years, we at Humboldt have
been involved with student autonomy. The Lumberjack
has
printed several articles and editorials in which student auto-

nomy

was presented

as being one of the greatest needs of our

student experience.
has

Student

Legislative

been

consistently

Council

measure

in favor

of

autonomy

we

must

pass-

show that we are mature enough
to manage our own affairs.

last year.
But no matter who may be in
favor, the fact remains that total student autonomy is not pos-

we must accept the responsibilities that accompany these rights.
Most students are already pre-

of more

ing

student autonomy,

a resolution

to that effect

Before we can exercise

pared for this, and it seems ununfortunate they must be
e
ized because a few get
away, convincing the rest

sible for one very important reason--the student does
not pay
for his own education.
This institution is supported

by the taxpayer.

Since

world
that students can’t
sponsible.
We must constantly
mind that most students

it is his

money, the taxpayer must have
something to say
about how it
is spent. Only when the student
entirely mye for his own education can
he in any way justify
total autonomy.

accept

are

wil

responsibility,

to

that

Since the taxpayer, therefore,

Supports

this institution

the a“

he

has

interest;
because

the
he

to see that it be oper-

ated
in his best
college a

represents

the taxpa

arena

dieestly

about

autonomy,

must

for the

college campus.
Though we hear a great deal
student

it

is

the autonomy which they feel

to

evident that it is only a very
few who seem to feel their activities so limited that they must

tise up in protest in order to
be so important.
Students have always

& December
14 fire completely

Chancellor, Trustees Seek
18.5% Faculty Pay Boost

Smithsonian Grant
Awarded to Edson

Approving a recommenda
from Chancellortion
Dumke, State

College trustees will request aa 18.5% increase of faculty
salaries
for next year.

port is not obtained is abundantly clear.’’
The 18.5% increase would in-

clude the 5% increase
68 which was

for 1967=
in ad-

vance at the last session of the
State Legislature.
Keene estimated that an 8.5%
inctease would be required for
the State Colleges to obtain parity with the colleges used as

A Smithsonian Institute Research Opportunities Grant was
recently
awarded
to graduate

student Louis Edson for work on
his thesis on the revision of the
genus
Scolytus,
bark beetles
attacking coniferous wees.
The Forestry graduate is working

at advanced steps on the salary
scale in an effort to meet the
competition for the short nationwide supply of qualified faculty
members. However, he observed
that “even advanced step appointments are beginning to demonstrate less effectiveness
rectuitment device.”*

as a

under

Dr.

Spangler

wanted

autonomy, but will only gain a
greater measure of au
as
they convince others they are
res

ible.

jut we can gain a certain
amount of autonomy. We as students can and must come to ext tsis partof Soscemny
liven, that
individuals; but before

SEQUOIA JEWELERS

ves,
mature

we will

ever be able to gain any

on the plaza

§=ARCATA

eeoooeeed
DOB

@B@®OB@DOOOOOOew@®

MAI KAI

in Wash-

ington D.C. on methods of identifying and treating infested trees
in a ten week seminar.
The

Smithsonian

Institute

re-

search program was established
for graduate and upper division
students who will work under the

guidance

of a Smithsonian

staff

member.
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“The only alternative,” said
the assistant chancellor, ‘‘is an

increase in the flight of quality

faculty from the system, the ap.
pointment of minimally prepared
faculty as additions and replacements
in 1967-68 and future
years, and an acceptance of deterioration of the quality of education offered by the State Colleges, as well as reduction of the
colleges to second of third rate
institutions

on

a

semi-perma-

nent basis.”
Keene
said that the State
Colleges are continuing to hire
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Editorial

‘With God on Our Side’
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by Jim Line
The Vietnam war has begun to take on
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have back home. Poor Lyndon has had to

assure the American saniie that we still
care of domestic concerns. Of course, he
kind of had to tell the rest of the world

sve enough money left around here to take
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of people know
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is a true Christian because
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Ronnie doesn’t like social welfare, places
major emphasis on money and how to keep
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Stanford Coed Strike Against Dorm
Rules Possible This Month
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The latent talent and skills
would

te Si anes

office. Christ will be happy to know that
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vision sets? And who is to doubt it when
he directs American forces to escalate the
killing of the North Vietnamese people?
But, if anyone by chance doubted that

that
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8 ranc
‘exas

among

that

brotherly

him that if
told
bettas
uddhists must
take have
over, it
it may be that

the same basis as men is ab

handicapped

the war against

rae
—
uae - cussions,
toff many
;
consented
to be on our side.

country

NY

!
TE

to support

the infidel in the North and, recently,

;

5

i
i
Hi i
e
i

power

they most certainly can’t anymore.
In an overwhelming expression

but also from the influence of

aE pel

ryiekes

Hs

hype
dey leh i

divine

Anthropologist Mead For Drafting Women

ing bills that day.

Social Reality Stressed In Experimental College
sidered them
sell,

aoa

» would have

tee

or Goodmaa.

a

Moaataia College.

Sere Bae

» Dewey, Ras-

formed

Gece

» for Aa-

concept of our Ex-

re-

has produced an exaggerated compartment-

out ooght to be queens fa trite,

ty faculty, of the role of ite research aad

side.

and scholarship to a discontinuous and

truncated

understanding, by stadents, of

the sarouading

order; and to a loss

the worth of stady as a humanistic enter-

wile.

exzperieace

i
I

i]

;|

Yet the

oor

_alisatinof sty an mderstanding.
Tala

We are responding to a situation in the

academic world which is founded on 3
teacher-stadeat relation analogous to the

is an activity

. Net leag
» Of the “*

has

been devalued aad

we learned, to our
ideology.’’

Be, fe need ot eslog

Hf

ly thaa the livthe world; their skills and

e|

fI:
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;
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parent-child relation which characterizes

ia college

change society

would

it?--are

Midian

*

What the ExperimCollege
ental
will

bring about is simply this:

that students

will create aad direct their own educatto study it, what requirem
will
be exents

pected in any given course, what grading

“Solr

eee

fi

The philosophical coacepts embodied

i te ReperCollog
iment
ar natel
erigia-

‘iavestors
ia’ the

out:

“Ghats is eaty ont cumieen

what is basic and universal in human experience and practice, the underlying

strectare of culture.” He recognizes
that
man ought to know;’’
it is
ay iene
eet a aeeteaneee

by Phil Whitten
teprinted from the San Jose Spartan Daily

pS seme

ional

Lyndon Johnson wus a sincere Christian,

characteristics of the Christian Crusades.
Pope Lyndon has increasingly excercised

Viewpoint

Columnist Attacks
Involvement Aims
by James H. Hollingsworth
Throughout the past couple of years,
been

involved

with

student

we at Humboldt have

The

autonomy.

k has

printed several articles and editorials in which student autonomy was presented as being one of the greatest needs of our
student experience.

tal student autonomy is not pos-

sible for one very important rea-

son--the

student

does

not

pay

for his own education.

This
by

institution is supported

the

taxpayer.

money,

Since

the are

it is his

must have

paca Me
about how it
is spent. Only w en the student
entirely pays for his own edu-

cation can

he in any way justify

total autonomy.
Since the taxpayer, therefore,
supports this institution he has
the
t to see that it be oper-

ated

in his

college

Approving a recommendation
from Chancellor Dumke, State

Institute

Opportunities

Grant

was

recently
awarded
to graduate
student Louis Edson for work on

Assistant Chancellor C. Mansel Keone told the trustees;

his thesis on the revision of the

‘Phe prospect of a serious worsening of the already poor competitive position of the State Colleges if adequate salary support is act obtained is abundantly clear.’’
The 18.5% increase would include

the 5% increase

for 1967—

at advanced

steps on the salary

scale in an effort to meet the
competition for the short nationwide supply of qualified faculty
members.

However,

he observed

that “even advanced step appointments are beginning to demonstrate less effectiveness as a
recruitment device,”’

genus

Scolytus,

bark

ves,
mature

Re-

College trastees will request an 18.5% increase of faculty

salaries
for next year.

ut

we

a

gain

we will

a

8 part
individuals;

a

tied

but

a

DB

a

BOBO

a
only altemative,’’ said
the assistant chancellor, ‘‘is an
increase in the flight of quality
faculty from the system, the ap.
pointment of minimally prepared
faculty as additions and replacements in 1967-68 and future
years, and an acceptance of deterioration of the quality of education offered by the State Colleges, as well as reduction of the
colleges to second of thitd rate

Forestry graduate is work-

ing under Dr. Spangler in Washington D.C. on methods of identifying and treating infested trees
in a ten week seminar.
The Smithsonian Institute research program was established

for graduate and upper division
students who will work under the
—
of a Smithsonian staff

institutions

on

a

semi-perma-

nent basis.”
Keene
said that the State
Colleges are continuing to hire

articles are those of the Lumber-

the
not
of
the

writer re
tively
necessarily reflect
the Asecsiated StuCollege.

Most

students

these nignas.

are already pre

Cnfortunste
thay musmast sconeme atune
because a few get

un!
ized
_

convincing the eet

world

that students can’t

sponsible.

We

mind

must constantly

that most students

accept responsibility, that
are willing to conduct
selves in a manner that is
peudent

and

wise,

but

we

WHY NOT GET

Rinto Webhren
Jim Lise
Bob Beckatrom
ete
Spiadier

tone down these far-left radicals

and be responsible or they will
bat wl

fone
bee 8& great

pat of te
=

We can save
you
time
and money.
Personalized
vice
is the differeace.
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on the plaza
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AND
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alsorealize that the emall minority can be very effective in cre-

Married or single men of women.
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i
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must
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Arts Building, Phone
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ties that accompany

_—<4>4>en

Lumberjack
Editor

our

oming
before

we

Before we can exercise

certain

ever be able to gain any

attacking coniferous wees.
The

can

amount of autonomy. We as students can and must come to ex—

search

he

autonomy

we must accept the responsibili-

Students have always wanted
autonomy, but a
oaty gain a

Awarded to Edson
Smithsonian

the

because

of

be so important.

Smithsonian Grant
A

interest;

represents the taxpayer,
must
Se
directly for the
college campus
Though we hear a great deal
about student autonomy, . is
evident that it is only a
few who seem to feel their ivities so limited that they must
tise up in 2
a
oe
the autonomy which they fee

the
The reclassification of the
ee
oe ee ee
the

Chancellor, Trustees Seek
18.5% Faculty Pay Boost

best

president,

measure

show that we are mature enough
to manage our own affairs.

ie

Student Legislative Council
has been consistently in favor
of more student autonomy, passing a resolution to that effect
last year.
But no matter who may be in
favor, the fact remains that to-

REMEMBER:

h's LUCKY When You
MATRICULATE At Humboldt State

College Announces Quarter
Calendar for 1967-68
The President’s Office has recently set the academic calendar
for the school year 1967-68, to
be Humboldt’s first year on the
quarter system.
President Comelius Siemens
said that the calendar will be
Similar to other colleges on the
quarter system, except that we
will start one week earlier in the
week earlier in the fall and conin June than most schools.
The

early closing date (June 7, 1968)
has been traditional at Humboldt
to give students who must travel

. long distances
tunities

featuring
ALSO

public,

Jan. 18th & 14th

ARIEL SOULIGNY AND ELAINE DETLEFSEN prepare for
their up-coming performance ia ‘‘Hansel and Gretel,’’ the first

LANES
822-0368

ee

SNOT

Geet

'Ee

GePNES

at

ie

The German opera will be directed by Dr. Leon Wagner,
and is slated for Founders
Hall stage on January 13,14,20,21,

Tickets on Sale for Full Length Opera
Tickets

are

now

on

sale

at

the Sequoia Box Office for ‘*Hansel and Gretel,’ the first full
length

professional

opera

to be

performed at Humboldt State.
The late German opera

by

Humperdinck

by

Dr.

Leon

will

be directed

Wagner,

and

as part of the Music
Opera Workshop.

produced

Department

Coin - Op Car Wash
822.7903

Se

MALM & MURRAY
Spor
Goodsti
& Bottle
ng
Goods
HUNT
AND FISHIN
IN
G LICENS
G ES

ON THE PLAZA

Fishing Tackle

UNTIL 9 P.M

ARCATA

includes ‘‘very difficult music,"’
stated

Dr. Wagner.

He also said

reserved

large blocks of

delay in reserving their tickets.
Though advance reservations
and ticket sales will be in the
Box Office, any remaining tickets
will be on sale at the doors of
Founders Hall Auditorium on the
nights of performances.

Blue Chip Stamps

DAILY

dren of CES as the chorus of
Gingerbread men,
The children’s opera, written
to te ‘performed by professionals,

already

LORENZO SHELL SERVICE

Guns
& Ammo_sBait

8 p.m. January 13,14,20, and 21
with a cast including major roles
sung by voice majors and chil-

tickets, HSC students should not

Specialize Tune Ups, Generator, Carb,
Starter, Brakes, Muffler & Pipes.

7th & “°G"* St.

The fairytale opera will come
to life on Founders Hall stage at

that since so many local element
tary and secondary schools had

For Car Service

OPEN

summer.

It has

also been traditional to keep the
September opening date close to

Palisades

REDWOOD
856 10th St.

better job oppor-

the

822-1331

Humboldt to
Host Major
Tourney
Over

30

debate

teams

travel to Humboldt this
for the second annual
State Junior College
Debate Tournament.
The teams consist

the

United

substantially

States

six

to

should

reduce it's foreign

policy commitments."’

Six individual

events

will be

featured besides the main debate,

they

are:

After

Analysis,

Oral

Extemporary

Dinner

Speech

Interpretation,

and

Expository

Speaking.

Cerritos Junior College won
first and second place and five
of the other events last year.
**It was the greatest demonstration of power I’ve ever seen,”
said Mr.

Lewis

Bright,

professor of speech.
The
schools

last year.

040 V8 960 PM.
Sandutches
- Pizza and Cocktails
Open 11:69 a.m. “Ul 8:00 0.0. (Closed Mondays)

FREE BINGO

FLYNN’S INN.

assistant

floods
prevented many
from reaching the debate

Only six schools com-

“There
have
unusual affirmative
the
question,”
**Some were, the

Recognized

of this

been lots. of
approaches to
said
Bright.
recognition of

in

the

students

Club
Poll
what
conwhat

were

students

who

responded

use

the

Seventy
plies

they

are driven

percent

rated

the

‘‘severe’’

erate,"’

while

ringing

of

the

noise

between

less

than

is

moval of all other forces, (fortress America) to economic mea-

Language Arts Building.

Instruction begins
Final Week

Jun. 7
Spring
tween

Commencement Day
vacation will fall be-

winter and

spring quarters

and will replace
vacation.

the old Easter

calendar

was

arrived

at

of
Academic
Council, and

ARCATA

BIBLE CHURCH

Community Hall

- Redwood

Park

IS JAPAN
Missionary

LOST?
and

Film

College Bible Study
7:45 Saturday - 822-5885

STAN’S BARBER SHOP
When

You Caan

re

Go

to Stan

25%

listed as the
library noise,

telephones,

Next

to

Arcata

Theatre

people

walking around, and librarian's
typewriters also commonly ment
ioned.

The

7-10 p.m.
noisiest.
Noise

evening

are

hours

considered

of

the

should be controlled by

the

individuals

69%

of the respondents,

involved,

said

but

17%

favored an authoritative body,
such as the library staff, to con-

trol noise. The report noted that
the library staff has considered
as its function assisting stud
ents, rather than policing them.
It was also pointed out that
if students used the conference
fooms in the library for their intended purpose, the noise prob-

lem

would likely be diminished.
The poll indicated that a maj-

ority of students favor the extension of library hours, with the
most popular suggestion being
to leave the library open until

midnight

on week

nights.

students
also
want
hours on weekends.

Many

extended

Graff said that during next
week, complete results of the
poll

will

campus.

be

posted

around

Wateh for cur epeciais oa

of Nato out

Mar. 27
Jun.1,8—5

‘‘inconse-

sures of removal of U.S. backing
of the British poun
and ofdthe
international gold standard.
The public is invited to all
events. All rounds will be held
on campus.
Zhe schedule of
founds will be
ted in the CAC
and outside
17 in the

Removal

Registration ;payment
of fees

‘‘mod-

JILL‘S
RIVE In

China,

Mar. 26—26

problem

and

of Viet Nam, expansion of U.S.
nuclear submarine forces and re.

Red

Jan. 4
Instruction begins
Mar. 11-15 Final Week
SPRING QUARTER (11 weeks)
Mar. 25
Spring Quarter begins

li.

brary frequently are most likely
to agree.
The poll indicated that although the majority of studentsdo
most of their studying outside
the library, disturbing noise was
the main reason
elsewhere,

payment

re-

feel there is a noise problem in
‘library, and that upperclassmen
and

Registration;
of fees

the President's Cabinet.

poll

who

Jan. 2=—3

recommendations
Senate, Academic

leased this week by Mike Graff,
Channing Club member.
The report showed that 67%
of

Nov. 28—24 Thanksgiving Recess
Dec. 11-15 Final Week
WINTER QUARTER (11 weeks)
Jan. 2
Winter Quarter begins

The

Last October, Channing
conducted a Library Opinion
which sought to determine
students feel about current
ditions in the library, and
2an be done to improve them.
Results

Instruction begins

after study of other colleges’
calendars and the reviewing and

Student Poll

with

will

dates.

Noise Problem

Talking was
most disturbing

eight persons arguing, ‘‘Resolve:

That

opening

felt the problem
quential.**

weekend
Humboldt
Regional
of

school

FALL QUARTER (13 weeks)
Sept. 18
Fall Quarter begins

of fees
Sept. 25

AROATA

FRIES
SHAKES

the

Rental

Purchase

Plan

SMITH-CORONA
Olympia
Givetti

10%
DISCOUNT
10 "IC
students with ASB card
EUREKA OFFICE
SUPPLY
OR 4th St.

Eureka

caalaniadiae 4

Fri. & Sat. Jan.
6th & 7th

for

Sept. 21-22 Registration payment

An Experimental Approach In Theatre Workshop
by Skip Hubbard
There
will be an
production of a fall leagth
play by an English author in Studio Theatre January 12 through
15 and again on the 20 and 21.
There

is

limited

seating.

Reservations will be available
in the box office from the 9th on,

from

10 a.m.

to noon,

and from

1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The play is experimental in
the seating of the audience. The
audience
is
set on different
levels in a deliberate attempt to

destroy

the normal

spectators,

thus

unity

providing

of the
seat-

ing which will stress the individuality of each member of the
audience.

This is expected to create a
more personal involvement between the actors and the audience.
Secondly the drama department
is experimenting with light. The
attempt will be to use it as a
plastic medium joining together
the acting areas which are spacfally wide apart.

Stage Direction:

Then, alone and old, he
is siezed by a terrible
paroxysm of grief and
fear.

ta
—

a

a

3

ws
4

Charles;

Isn't he the kind of young man
Stella admires - very much admires! Clean, upright, bold -

They've played jokes on me before, You wouldn't play jokes
on me, Robert. That would be
cruel. You wouldn't ridicule me.
No, she’s playing the joke on me.
Stella - Stella darling, stop it.
It’s not a very good joke.

Winter:

Melrose;
Robert;

Melrose;

Careful! Your’re dribbling it.
«What are you afraid of, Bobby?
Of what is going to happen

We won't let anything happen
to you. Will we?

4

There is a bullet wound - here.

me |

""%e

.

At the same time the light
should act interpretively to indicate the mood of the different
scenes,
There is no attempt at naturalistic lighting and no attempt to
hide the instruments.
There will be a

discussion

after the presentation and we
hope that as many members of
the audience as possible will
question what we have been trying to do.
Part of the aim has been to
en the production up to inc

the

audience.

It is overtly

ex-

perimental.

photes by
Norm Barker

Pages
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Part-Time Students

Males Strike Back At
An

organization

At
aimed

San
at

pmbatting ‘‘female totalitarian** has been established by a

woup of men at San Diego State
Sollege,

the

according

San

Diego

to an

article

State Daily

The organization is the Eastm

Dump-On
League, and its
spose is t keep score on the
ber of times league members

are

Diego
tumed

down

for dates,

Beginning spring semester, a
convenient
enrollment by mail

with

a trophy and a “case of liquid

plan

refreshment’’ being awarded to
the man who has the highest per-

part-time

centage on ‘‘dumps’’ at the end

to

of the semester.
The Aztec article

Humboldt State.
said

it is necessary

for

lication,
which

the

the league chooses its ‘*Dump-

only,

so

that

the mail

reyistrat-

ion foms can be supplied.
Price pointed out that

most likg to be dumped on by.

18-2 Daily
12-12 Sundays and Holidays

who will fumish reg-

questing application there should
be an indication that the enrollment will be for evening classes

On Queen,"’ the co-ed they would

the

‘mail registration applies only to

there ap-

pears to be no movement at Humboldt to fomm a Dump-On League,
despite the wealth of material on
campus.
Student leaders have
tdamed this on the general student apathy that seems to be prevalent at HSC.

Thomas

supporting documents including
a statement of residence before
Friday,
January 6.
When re-

current

standings, and names the ‘‘Play-

Te Place
to GO-

at

this semester must file an application
for admission and all

er of the Week,’* as wel as
“The Player to Watch."*
Also,
during the semester,

At the present tme,

Registrar

instructor,

Review,

players’

classes

-istration
materials
during
the
week of January 9-13.
These
may
be filled out and mailed
with the correct fees to he Humboldt State business office.
Persons not attending classes

happenings,
weekly pub-

Dump-On

lists all

evening

ing classes this semester may
make
afrangements
with
their

can't lose because he either gets
a date, or he gets moved up in
the Dump-On Standings.
league
has a

attend

College

In order to keep members inNear Humboldt
State College

for
and

Price said that part-time graduate students and professional
ple who are attending even-

as itis to say ‘‘yes’*. The boy

formed on
the league

out

students

part-time students.

the boy w go on begging her if
he wants a date.
The Eastem Dump-On League
changes this by making it as
desirable for a girl to say “‘no’’

FJairwinds wow

worked

IThis will enable the college
to do away with the traditional
Thursday evening enrollment for

the

situation.
She
dominates
because she is always able to say

and

been

graduate

professional people who plan to

league operates in opposition to
the principle that the girl has
the upper hand in the dating
**no’’,

has

(Photos cowtesy of Eureka Newspapers, Inc.)

evening classes. Part-time students in day classes must consplete
their enrollment during
regular

daytime

registration

hours
for full-time students.
Spring semester registration will
take

place

on

Thursday

Friday, February 2-3.

and

nina

Women

May Enroll by Mail

FEED
HOUSEWARES

SEELY & TITLOW CO.
ARCATA

10th & "I"

nmf

=

051 “HW” St.

Open Daily 8=7 p.m. —= Friday ‘tl 9 — Sunday 9-5 p.m.
Thuteday 10:30 = 7 p.m.
EUREKA
448-4851
AY 101 N.

TEEN BURGER
with bacon added

1181 Myrtle Ave.

Eureka

FORUM:

1789

The following, reprinted from
the San Francisco State Daily
Gator, is the platform and stated
ls of a
at fron
organ:
ed to promote
World Government. They would place, ‘‘natjonal interests behind those of
the whole of humanity’’, and seek
‘peace through unity’’.

mandate

to ‘‘provide

for the

best efforts of Americans

in and

out of govemment.
It is no discredit to the
wisdom and foresight of those who wrote our

Constitution that the world has outrun our planning

and

our

historic

institutions

no

longer

keep the people safe.
COMMON TEFFNSE.
The

weaponry

of the

1960's

has

consiged

the quaint nation of defenae to history.
is no
qough

There

defense against arms stockpiles big
and swift enough to destroy every living

terrestsial thing
mere moments.

scores

of times

over within

anand

Neither tiny Luxembourg nor giant China, the
ancient democracy of Iceland, nor infant Guyana, can now delude themselves that they are

how

interdependent

tersely

national

WE

bitterest grievances

of colonial

great

of those who

the world

@joy

time,

or suffer

The

wealth

energy

Lumberack

faculty

and

gathering

and

invites

staff

of news,

ation of bitches
of ideas.

in

the

present

and the exThe

news,

HUMBOLOT/B(
|

wealth,

Since

seed

8

experi-

to

see

this

goal

letters
and
forum columns
are open to all. Deadline is

Monday,

& p.m.

for material

presented for publication in
the edition of the following
Friday.

MATION
AL Bane
CuRERA

32849075

StOGrcas

and democratic

stage

the participation of students,

680 Sth St. & 4000 F St.

the

house

Steve

and

Of insurance

1020 G Arcata - 882-4667

fur-

nishings were well-insured, but
the insurance does not cover the
personal belongings of the men
living there.
A few members,
however,
are lucky enough to
have their own insurance, covering their

losses.

Personal

belongings

lost

in

the fire also incinded tape recorders, typewriters, phonographs

1166 H 8T., ARCATA
822-1791

Arcata
Launderette

835 Eighteenth St.
Commercial

We

TYPING - My Heme
Experienced in tom
ana

theses.

typewriter.

8-6

Do It Fer You

Coin Operated 24 hours
Hand Ironing
&

*
Open

s
7-12

Speed Queen
Coin-

PHONE

442
- 9038.

178

m

GAS tn At ‘o-

- 18th St.

at

tained.

their consequences.

change

said

president

ee
All Perms

WE PLEDGE OURSELVES UNCONDITIONALLY to the use of overy measure of devotion

It is unjust and imwill

in ideals,

ence, pledge itself now to this extension of the
principles of Washington, Franklin, Madison,
Hamilton, Jay and other early Federalists to

moral that such vital decisions be made without
the consent

Clapp

Sig

be lim-

WE DEMAND that the government of the United States of Amefica, representing a nation

Americans was taxation without representation.
Yet the case is not so different today when a
committee of the U.S Congresses fixes import
quotas of rubber or sugar that can make or destray governments and nations in under-developed regions of the world.

Delta

ed and augmented by prudent and equitable trade
affangements,
educational exchange and progtams designed for the peaceful attainment of
the ends of social revolutions worldwide.

are.

of poverty, hunger and disease.
of the

that such government

and enforce complete and general disarmament.
WE DEMAND that the vast social, economic
and
cul tural resources of our world te safeguard-

Not even the United States, grea: and rich as
we are, can be secure in its richness unless we
find common solutions to the common dilemmas
One

DEMAND

ited in powers by a written constitution providing for institutions for the making, interpreting
and en forcing of law.
WE DEMAND that such government legislate

illustrate

economies

might have to take ‘‘incompletes.’

vent global nuclear suicide.

so too famine and poverty in one part of the
world means suffering for many elsewhere. Balproblems

house

e

Regarding
lost
books
and
schoolwork,
Dean
of Students
Don Karshner said the men would
‘ probably
receive
special consideration from their professors,
although
in some
cases
they

WE DEMAND representative government for
the world now, while there is still time to pre

Just as prosperity in Africa or Latin America means greater matkets for American goods,

payments

a

efalist founding fathers, pledg ‘ourselves to the
to the attainment of a world at peace under law,
with justice for every human being of whatever
nationality.

GFNE?AL WELFARE
Only the foolish or shortsighted can now
think that general welfare represents only the
interests of people within our own borders.

of

new

WE THEREFORE,as Americans deeply committed to the ideals and principles of our Fed-

“*safe,’"
‘‘secure,’’ or ‘‘free.“*
There is no
checkrein on the use of nuclear weapons by the
Great Powers and a primitive condition akin to
that of the jungle prevails. ‘‘Every man for himself’ is the international rule and no man is
safe. Spending for ‘‘national security’ or ‘‘defense’’ is therefore frighteningly mis-named.

ance

area
ae,»

legiate Knights gathered some
donated clothing, and temporary
housing was offered in the Teke
mae
Mai Kai, and Redwood

believe that Americans in 1986 are truly free.
Racism is still alive and powerful in our country: and militarism, armaments and war make
it impossible for the blessings of liberty to be
secure to us. It is still possible for a foreign
head of state to slaughter millions of Americans
without any check of law. The uses of our vast
resources are often dictated by military men, not
representative of the people, and so many Americans are employed by arms-makers, that the
prospect
of peace
causes near-panic in the
stock mark et.
Perhaps even more threatening in the long
tun are the effects of military emergency and almost constant war on civil liberties at home,
There is no guarantee in the Bill of Rights safe
from government incursions in wartime. Rights
of free speech, assembly and petition are daily
denied, abridged or interfered with.

They live in a world too dangerous for defense, too smal) for general welfare to mean the
good of one country, and too much enslavery

the

Delta Sigs. Tau Kappa Epsilon
ftaternity and Delta Zeta sorority provided meals, the Intercol-

BL™SSINGS OF LIBE® TY
The highest aspirations of most early Americans were to be free of rule by capricious monarchs and government by decree.
Yet we would be unreasonably optimistic to

commen defense, promote the general welfare,
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity.‘

despite

(Continued from Page 1)

History
Revisited

The people of the United States of America
live under a govemment no longer able to fulfill
its Constitutional

Delta Sigs...

CacieoRma

We specialize in tires, shellubrication, and......
just about EVERYTHING! Tip-top tune-ups, too.
MECHANIC ON DUTY
Check on our budget terms.
ath & ‘G’ St.
We give S&H Green Stamps
ARCATA

Eames

Lamboriock_ _

Gators Top

Pri. Jan. 6, 1967

With 26-12 Victory Here
The

SHITTY'S.

Basketballers Open

HSC Matmen

League Play Tonight

San Francisco
State Gat-

posted
a 26-12 vic

matmen
on the
visitors
grounds
on Friday, December 16.
The Gators started fast as
they
a forfeit
in the 1238:
match,
as Humboldt failed

Humboldt’s
basketball team
will launch its 1967 Far Westem
Conference campaign this weekend by playing host to Chico
State and Cal Aggies.
Tonight
the Jacks

Griffith had 11.
From

took

4/8

lesbee scored a
over his opponent

decision

in the 167-pound division; Larry
Warms
and Ed Johnson each
scored
isive victorys in their
weight divisions.
In the heavyweight finale,
the Gators’ Storm Goranson pinned Bill Arthur in 1:56 of the second round, after Arthur had
up a 5-0 advantage.

built

Game

time is 8: {5 in the Men's Gym.
The Jacks boasting a 5 and 2
record, saw them win three and
lose two during their road trip
over the Christmas holiday. Venturing to Klamath Falls on the
16th and 17th of December the
Jacks racked up two wins over
host Oregon Tech.
On
Friday night

the

Jacks

started slow and then came on
strong in the final period to whip
the Owls 94-86.
Dick Dowling
led the charges as he poured in

HSC Trackmen in

23 points. Fred Griffith chipped
in with 17 and Jim Flint and
Steve

Dangberg

added

14 and

11

respectively.
The following night the Jacks

took command from the start and
tacked
racked up their fourth straight

S.F. Field Meet
Humboldt

State

will

be well

represented tomorrow night in the
All-American
Indoor Track and
Field Meet, being held in San

Francisco.
. will be star
Gary

Representing HSC
cross country ace

Tuttle and

middle

distance

record breaker, Mike Phillips.
Ken Lybeck will be the number
one

alternate

in case one

of the

eleven entries in the Devil-TakeThe-Hindmost-Mile is unable to
participate.
Lybeck’s time was
mere

seconds

off the qualifying

seventh

17.

Tuttle

and

Phillips

will

par-

The-Hindmost-Mile. In this race
eleven milers start out, but only
three finish as the trailing runner
is required to drop out at the end

of each 16
third lap on.

tournament
bounds

Fred

Watson Meehan

At 6:15 Tonight

yard lap from
the
The battle for posit-

The

Jacks

left to fight it out for the tape.
Tuttle
who
cracked
every
meet record he participated in
this year in cross country, as

6:15

as

setting

records

in

the

two mile and three mile events
last season; will team up with
teammate Mike Phillips to form a
tough combo. Phillips set many
records last season in track in
the middie distance events.

Free Estimates,

Free Pickup,
Free Delivery
706 - 18th 8t.
ARCATA
Phone 822-3905

in the Chico

and

snared

17

re-

in one of the contests.

Junior Jacks Play

fon is exciting. and often bruising, until the surviving trio is

well

win

Famiture& Upholstery

all-tourney
team.
Jim
Flint
played brilliantly throughout the

time.

ticipate in the most popular event of the meet, the Devil-Take-

as the team
up on some

was tops in the entire tournament.
For his outstanding play he was
awarded
a berth on the first team

Dowling-Evans
combination accounted for 42 points.
Humboldt dominated the rebound
department,
with
Jim
Flint pulling in 18 and Connie

off

Jacks

Guard
Dick Dowling played
outstanding ball and his 80 points
total for the three game series

damages, as he hit for 26 points.
Backed by teammate Frank Evans
who contributed 16 points, the

picking

place

Tournament.

victory 90-82.
Again it was
guard Dick Dowling doing the

Seymour

the

lay-off
for the

well deserved rest.
However,
this 12 day layoff proved to be a
large contibuting factor in the
first two loses of the season,
while playing in the Chico Invitational Tournament.
Tackling two formidie opponents in their first two contests,
coupled with the layoff the Jacks
were unable to continue their
winning streak; as they fell to
Cental Washington 108-82 and
the following night to Whittier
82-78. Humboldt began to click
in the final period against Whittier, but it was too late as they
fell short in their last minute bid.
The following night things
began to fall into place as they
jumped to a early lead against
Williamette, and went on to score
their fifth win of the season,
86-76.
The win was good for a

State followed by Saturday nights

inate
of a6eucae oles
weight wees :

point

day

Christmas holidays,
went home to catch

will tangle with Chico

encounter With the Aggies.

this

a 12

Humboldt

basketball

State

team

Junior

will play

|

CLEANERS

anoara

North Arcata

A limited wumber of paces

WEAR
USC CAMPUS | Charter Jet Flights
a

FROM EUROPE
Paste - Sen Peancisse
August
5, 1987

host to Watson Meehan of the
Eureka City League tonight at

in the Men’s Gym.

Tomor-

tow night the Junior Jacks will
also be at home in the prelimi-

nary game at 6:15, tangling with
the McKinleyville High Panthers,
Playing some formidie opponents over the holiday in the Hamilton Air Fosce Base Frosh Tournament, the Jacks were unable to
come up With a victory. Upon returing

home

the

Junior

Jacks

lost a cliff hanger to Fortuna
High, last Saturday night, 49-46.
The Junior Jacks hope to
start the new year off on a winning note, as Coach Paul Bush
has had them hard at work. The
team is beginning to jell and
work together. Standouts in the
early part of the season have
been guards Maz Parsons and
George
Nagel,
forwards John
Mallon and Brad Brisbin, and
center Greg Briggs.

julile’s Arcata | ree rectey,
sutt, Sreteat ot
for informetion:

We take care of all

your floral needs.
MAC FARLAND’S
1604
G Arcata

-

Califorais
Biase Collages
tes Prneieen Col ene

822-1115

Open Every Night
Until Midnight
BACON Miss towa 1 Ib. pkg. 59¢
BACON Yorksh
2 Wb. ire
pkg. 99¢

th. pkg. 49¢
Rath 1 KS
FRAN
ORAN
navelGE
4 hs.S39¢
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